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Overview Ekorian's Mugie Camp feels like a home away from home,

it caters to the whole family, everything from our family-

style dining to our wide range of activities. 

Camp is composed of six accommodation tents (each

raised on wooden decks) a communal mess tent for sitting

and dining, with a cosy fire place for cold evening, a

reception area, a shady deck adjoining the swimming pool

(which overlooks a watering hole), all surrounding a

spacious lawn dotted with native aloes and acacia trees. 
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The camp is enclosed by a stonewall  which allows you and your children to move around freely and
safely, without worry.



Each tent is en-suite with hot and cold running water.

Tent 1 is closest to the mess tent, while tent 6 is furthest away.

Tents 1 and 6 both have a kids’ annex which is perfect for

families.

All of the tents can be configured into a double or twin

bed arrangement.

The camp is powered by solar, with USB charging then

tents and charging points in the mess tent and reception.

The camp is surrounded by a wall and electric fence to

keep big game out, allowing children to roam freely.

Various activities in camp keep everyone occupied during

down-time, such as volleyball, bird watching, local

archery, spear throwing, trampoline, and swimming.

The small swimming pool overlooks a watering hole; it

provides an idyllic spot for lunch, sundowners, or

relaxation between game drives. 

The pool is filled with fresh water and is completely

chemical-free
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Accomodation
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Activities
Game drives (day and night)

Kayaking & Fishing (tilapia and catfish)

Guided walking

Bush Breakfast/Picnic Lunch/sundowers

Camel walks

Meeting Tala, our resident giraffe
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Activities



As an extra activity, you can play a round of golf on one of Kenya’s northernmost golf-

courses which is set amongst a grove of olive trees, and fenced from wildlife, so that

guests can enjoy a jog or stroll in the grounds.
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Visits to the Mugie School or girls rescue center 

Learn about livestock & rangeland

management

Visits local markets and cultural village- pokot

or samburu

Training exercises with Mugie's anti-poaching

Blood Hounds

Fly camping
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Mugie has thriving populations of Lion, Cheetah, Buffalo, Elephant, Impala, Eland, Zebra-including

the endemic Grevy’s, Reticulated Giraffe, Jackson’s Hartebeest, and Biesa Oryx. 

Wildlife

We have three game viewing vehicles from which guests can take in the varied flora and

fauna.The hundreds of bird species that reside on Mugie – whether permanent or seasonal

residents – mean that there is never a dull moment. Migratory species from the northern

hemisphere flock here between November and April. In addition to watching wagtails, weavers,

sunbirds, and many more, we have four species of owl in camp! 
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Camp
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Double Room

Twin Room
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Family Room
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Tent 1

Tent 6



Ekorian cuisine: fresh air, fresh food...  
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We offer fresh, home cooked meals to suit different tastes and requirements. 

Homegrown vegetables, salads, locally sourced fruit and vegetables, Mugie homegrown organic

beef, and eggs from our own chickens all make up our daily menus.



More than just a Safari
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Embracing the notion of traveling with a purpose, Ekorian offers the chance to engage with

wildlife conservation projects, and local community healthcare and education programs, in a

practical and impactful way.

 

We feel privileged to be part of something so special - to live in an environment that is truly

precious and to be entrusted with the protection of the animals that live here. Join us in making a

positive difference in the lives of others.



Our rates and booking information
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Please download this link to find our rates.

Contact Offbeat Safaris on bookings@offbeatsafaris.com for further information on our agents

rates, to make a booking and our terms and conditions

For further information please contact Donna on mugiecamp@ekorian.com

mailto:bookings@offbeatsafaris.com
mailto:mugiecamp@ekorian.com


Getting here
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By Air: 

Governors Aviation Schedule flight Wilson to Mugie Airstrip direct, 20min drive to camp

Safarilink schedule flight Wilson to Loisaba airstrip, followed by a 1 1/12 hr game drive to camp 

or Private charter to Mugie airstrip and a 20mins game drive to camp.

 

Road: Located off the main Maralal Road, approx 5 hours from Nairobi and 3 Hours from Nanyuki.


